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Understanding Local Health Systems in Rural Honduras
By Alan Zarychta and Krister Andersson ments in developing countries to decentral- alternative health ser,:,icedelive.rymodels.

. .. . . ize aspects of their health sectors, we do not Mr. Zarychta will spend SIX weeks
Poor, rural citizens m developmg countnes know whether these reforms are producing this summer working with the regional
have access to fewer health services and healthier citizens, and if they are, why. To health authority in Intibuca, a department
experience worse health outcomes than address this gap, Associate Professor of in western Honduras near the border with
their richer, more urban counterparts. De- Political Science,Dr. Krister Andersson, is EISalvador, collecting institutional, socio-
centralization reforms - community-based collaborating with graduate student Alan economic, and health data, participating in
or alternative health service delivery mod- Zarychta to study how the structure of gov- interviews, and conducting field work. This
els - have become a ubiquitous response to ernance within local health systems in rural project enjoys support from several entities
this disparity following the argument that Honduras affects public health outcomes. at CUBoulder including the Center to Ad-

This project builds on Mr. Zarychta's vance Research and Teaching in the Social
previous experience as Director of Health Sciences (CARTSS),the Beverly Sears f~~
Information Systems for Shoulder to Shoul- within the Graduate School, and the Politi-
der (S2S),a non-governmental organization cal ScienceDepartment.
in Honduras. S2Sserves the poor in rural
Honduras by administering a network of
health centers and implementing a range of
education and economic development pro-
jects. Mr. Zarychta spent two years prior to
graduate school working for S2S,first im-
plementing a household census and geo-
graphic data collection project, and then
focusing on database management and
analysis in support of the organization's
doctors, nurses, and community health
workers. In the current project, ideas about
polycentricity, or multi-level governance,
emerging from Dr. Andersson's long-
standing research agenda on forestry in
Latin America will frame the analysis of

local institutions better provide public ser-
vices to rural communities. These reforms
are premised on the idea that changing
accountability relationships among actors
within a dynamic system can lead to
(positive) changes in those actors' behav-
iors, and thus improve overall health sys-
tem performance. While international do-
nors har incentivized numerous govern-
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Editor's note: Alan Zarychta was awarded
the prestigious Chancellor's Fellowship for
2011-12and 2012-13.

By Curtis Bell

When I was an
undergraduate at
Willamette Uni-
versity, I noticed
that some of sub-
Saharan Africa's
emerging democ-
racies were better providers of public
goods like health and education than oth-
ers. I wondered why citizens of one state
might suffer so much relative to the citizens
of a neighboring state with very similar
political institutions. I was far from satis-
fied with my conclusions when I submitted
my senior thesis on this topic, but the expe-
rience left me with two last impressions.
First, I discovered the satisfaction that can
come from independent research. Second, I
recognized that the personal growth that
occurred as a result of this project would
not have been possible without the invalua-
ble help of an excellent advisor. The desire
to continue exploring my interests while
providing my students with similar oppor-
tunities.led me to the Department of Politi-
cal Science at CU Boulder.

Five years later, I researched a related
topic in my dissertation, titled Spending on

Challenging Undergraduate Students to Generate Original Theories
Siabiliis]: The Relationship between Public democracies. Benevolence pays for dicta-
Goods Provision and Regime Survival. I exam- tors, but corruption offers no Significant
ined the conditions under which states can benefit to the leaders of vulnerable democ-
reduce the risk of civil war and coup d' etat racies.
by altering government spending on public As a graduate instructor, I strived to
goods. The first piece of this puzzle, which create intellectual exercises that provide
was published in International Studies students with an opportunity to produce
Quarterly in 2011,finds strong evidence to original explanations for political phenom-
suggest that leaders identify their most ena. My students generated original theo-
likely challengers and change the allocation ries of civil war and used them to assess the
of government resources to try to appease future of a state in which they are especial-
them. Dictators presiding over weak non- ly interested. They used principles illustrat-
democratic regimes increase public goods ed by simple formal models to recommend
spending to placate those who might rise improvements to their favorite internation-
up to overthrow them. Conversely, leaders al organizations. Their ideas and interests
of weak democracies must sometimes di- changed as they were introduced to new
vert money away from public goods so theories or cases during the semester. By
they can buy the support of influential mili- building my courses around these challeng-
tary officers and elites with private goods, ing and flexible assignments, I hoped to
which may include graft, kleptocracy, and provide students with an opportunity to
special favors from the state. The second find the same interest in political science
part of the dissertation explored whether that I discovered while working on my
these changes in government spending undergraduate thesis.
produce the desired increase in regime
stability. Interestingly, I found public
goods spending to have an important stabi-
lizing effect on fragile non-democratic gov-
ernments, but decreases in public goods
provision produce no stabilizing effect for

Editor's note: Curtis Bell (ph.D. 2011)was
recipient of the Graduate Student Teaching
ExcellenceAward. He accepted a position
as Assistant Professor at University of Ten-
nessee starting fall 2012.


